
The Year in Film 2009
By Jim McManus

It Wasn't Me. It was, uh, Aliens... Transformers... Terminators... Society... 
Capitalism... Guinea Pigs... The Pacific Ocean... A Preachy Cross-dresser.

I was just waking up as The Fourth Kind concluded. Yeah, yeah, aliens messed with Milla 
Jovovich, we swear! OK. I started contemplating my review, perhaps comparing alien 
encounters to pans: The first kind is sensory, perhaps a man shouting “that sucked!” at the end 
of Bright Star. The second kind is tangible proof, like a newspaper reading “Year One is the kind 
of comedy you might find funny if you were lacking the part of your brain that thinks.” The 
third kind is contact, a critic walking directly up to Nicolas Cage and giving him the finger for 
Knowing. But The Fourth Kind – abduction. Kidnapping director Olatunde Osunsanmi and 
kicking him in the balls repeatedly for this effort. And a funny thing happened; the movie 
stopped being a movie and started being a treatise. The main character admitted she couldn't 
deal with her husband's suicide, so her mind morphed it into murder... but that in no way 
detracts from her believable, honest, forthright, and upstanding claim that her daughter was 
abducted by aliens. 

And this is a true story.

Wow. I hate to be Joe Republican here. Scratch that; I hate to be Quincy Wadsworth 
Republican III posing as “Joe” Republican here, but where the Hell is the sense of personal 
responsibility? And looking around, there's a lot of personal responsibility missing from 2009 
movies. Aliens did this, Romulans did that. Many, many unearthly villains this year. This is an 
epidemic. What are we trying to say? Aliens are pretty easy antagonists; you can point fingers 
forever and then pretend your metaphor was innocent. But I can't help wondering if our art is 
reflecting a societal hopelessness enshrouded in a desire to slough off responsibility on the 
nearest cyborg (read: Dick Cheney). Ok, maybe that's a stretch. But for fun, let's go over a 
partial 2009 E.T.us ex machina movie list of “It wasn't me. I'm just a victim here:”
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2009 movie What? Why?

Monsters vs Aliens

Aliens in the Attic

The Fourth Kind

Transformers: Revenge of the 
Fallen

The Box

Knowing

The Unborn

Paranormal Activity

Star Trek

Terminator Salvation

Capitalism: A Love Story

Madea Goes to Jail

Obsessed

Taken

Echelon Conspiracy

The Taking of Pelham 123

Old Dogs

The Time Traveler's Wife

Aliens come to destroy Earth. Aliens are assholes.

Aliens mind-control the town's biggest dick 
en route to Earth enslavement.

Aliens are assholes.

Aliens do a little abduction, make a little 
paralysis, get down tonight.

Aliens are assholes.

Giant alien robots wage their own war on 
Earth. Several die, others yawn.

Aliens with serious boundary issues are 
assholes.

Aliens offer choices that end in somebody 
dying.

Aliens testing humanity, in a most 
assholic fashion.

Aliens act like dicks in order to "save" 
humanity.

Aliens are selective assholes, but have an 
altruistic motive.

Demon poseur acts like a jerk for 
generations.

Demons are assholes.

Demon just can't find the right way to say 
"Hello".

Demons are assholes, but on a micro 
scale.

Pissed off Romulan destroys Vulcan; tries 
to destroy Earth.

Flimsy revenge premise. Mostly, this 
guy's an asshole.

They're Terminators, what do you think? Terminators are assholes.

Economy collapsed. Capitalism. Not us or the people we 
elect. Capitalism.

Loudmouth uses her car as a weapon and 
gets off on a technicality.

Because if justice prevails, this movie 
might have a moral center.

Hot woman won't leave married man 
alone.

Emotionally unstable vixens are 
assholes.

Daughter kidnapped in Europe. Europeans are assholes.

Sentient computer intelligence plays chess 
with humans.

Computers are assholes. Oh and 
something about national security, I 
think.

Terrorists hijack subway. Tattooed Travolta is an asshole.

Drunk depressed guy fathers twins via a 
woman who is, apparently, easier than pre-
Algebra.

"Friend" Travolta is an asshole, too.

Uncontrollable time travel screws with 
dude.

Time is an asshole.

In Terminator Salvation, we even get an “I didn't mean to betray you; turns out I didn't know 
I'm somebody else” moment. Not only is this cop-out lifted straight out of Total Reca#, it 
serves as the epitome of this particular theme. 2009 also brought us two films, Surrogates and 
Gamer, in which human vessels were manipulated, puppet-like, by other humans. “I didn't do it. 
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I'm just a patsy,” takes on new life and new meaning to our generation. Way to stand and face 
the Ruby, pals.

Reading that list, I'm almost thankful for crap like Year One and A# About Steve, both terrible 
films in which characters create their own lame destiny rather than play the victim card. 
Almost. I am thankful for Drag Me to He#, a film I didn't like either, but where choices were 
made. Our subject, the bank loan specialist, chooses the promotion over the old gypsy's well-
being. It was an unfair choice, but a choice nonetheless. Very refreshing in a horror film these 
days. One gets tired of Jason/Freddy/Michael Myers/the Gorton Fisherman gutting people for 
fun and profit less the profit.

So what is the bigger picture here? Should we count on more cinematic invasions? Is War of the 
Worlds the wave of the future? Is there a reason for this? Do the pictures reflect the time we 
live in? It is easy to feel let down by society and government these days. It's even easier to feel a 
lack of control. Has this feeling mirrored itself in our art? I don't know. But it would seem 
we're discussing metaphorical aliens with increasing frequency. Perhaps as a society, it's time 
we stopped waiting and started choosing.

But if you choose The Ugly Truth, so help me, I do hope aliens abduct you.

IT DIDN’T SUCK AS MUCH AS I THOUGHT IT WOULD

Oh these films had pan written all over them – and they certainly aren't good films – but they 
won't be making the worst lists.

New Moon
Ok, so here's my impression of Stephenie Meyer's Twilight vamp saga.

Be#a: Angst. Angst. Angst.

(Enter Edward. Not “Ed”, not “Eddie”. Edward.)

Edward: Brood. Brood. Brood.

Be#a: Angst. Angst. Ooooh, pasty guy. Angst.

Edward: I could totally kill you, because I'm, like, a vampire.

Be#a: I'm in love.

Target audience: Swoon.

Pointless school $iends: We're here, too.

Edward: Brood. Brood. Lifeless gal. Brood.

Be#a: Angst. Love.

Edward: Brood. Love. I have to go.
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Pointless vamp extras: We're here, too. 

(Vampires leave)

Blanddad: Bella, I think you're grounded. Or suspended. 
Or fired. Or terminated. I dunno. What am I doing here?

(Enter Jacob. Not “Jay”, not “Jake”. Jacob.)

Jacob: Pose. Pose. Pose.

Be#a: Angst. Angst. Angst.

Jacob: Bella, you look troubled. I'll take off my shirt.

Be#a: Angst. Angst. Ooooh, muscles. Angst.

Jacob: I could totally kill you, because I'm, like, a wolf.

Be#a: I'm in love.

Target audience: Swoon.

Pointless wolfmen extras: We're here, too.

Normal audience: Um, hot teens? Hot-for-each-other teens? Isn't it time for, y'know, some sex?

Director/Writer: No, that would spoil the plot.

Normal audience: “Angst” is not a plot.

Director/Writer: Yes it is.

(Re-enter Edward)

Jacob: It's my enemy, Edward. Grrrr.

Edward: It's my enemy, Jacob. Grrrr.

Be#a: Angst. Oh no. Angst. Whom will I choose?

Me: Mormon writer with a Mormon agenda... I'd bet on the white monster.

Personally, I belong to Team Thesemoviesbite. Suck it, Teams Edward and Jacob.

The Collector
Freaky sadist gets his jollies turning your house into the Saw film shoot, killing every family 
member but one in the process. It's easy to loathe this film until you consider this might just 
be our Home Alone hero Kevin McAllister as a grown up. Then it becomes kind of fun... bear 
traps in the living room and razor blades on the sills? KEVIN!

2012
I suppose if you're gonna make a dumbass destroy-the-world film, this is probably the way to 
do it. Spare no amount of CGI or illogic in the process.
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Imagine That
Another trashworthy Eddie Murphy I didn't hate. Just stop listening to me when it comes to 
Eddie. It's clear I have a mental block of some kind that keeps me from vilifying the man. 

Echelon Conspiracy
Huh, you combined the cheesy plot from Eagle Eye with the cheesier ending to War Games. 
Bonus points for original plagiarism.

The Pink Panther 2
Early on, Steve Martin's Clouseau refers to an Asian man as “my little yellow friend”. This 
tasteless and literally off-color remark actually seems much more in tune with the occasionally 
boorish behavior of the Peter Sellers original Jacques Clouseau than Martin's first attempt at 
the legendary fictional detective. The movie then sending this Clouseau to sensitivity training 
seemed a clever way to integrate the traditional with the modern. Shame the rest of the film 
wasn't quite as clever. Still, Peter Sellers only managed a double axel for this one.

Hotel for Dogs
You seem to have taken a condemned property and used it as a Rube Goldbergian housing/
feeding shelter for abandoned animals. Why, I can't see more than two or three hundred things 
wrong with this idea. But your heart's in the right place.

My Bloody Valentine 3D
Making your standard slasher film look cool is exactly what 3D technology was perfected to do. 
That's a scary thought.

DISHONORABLE MENTION

They weren't the worst, but it wasn't for lack of trying.

Whiteout
“Stop that guy! He's getting away! He could, um, escape, um, jacketless, shirtless, and shoeless, 
into the 100 below zero Antarctic temperatures outside.” Oh, some quality writin' goin' there, 
I tells ya.

You may actually do several double takes while watching this film. OK, we're in Antarctica and 
we’ve got some murders. Thing about Antarctica is, however, there ain't a whole lot of places to 
hide and there ain't a whole lot of unrecorded people. So you get dialogue like, “Gee. I went to 
McMurdo Base and the only alive guy there tried to kill me. I wonder who it was?” Hmmm, 
maybe the logs from the only two passenger planes within 100 miles might help. No? 
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And HEY! Make doubly sure you're always clipped on to that life rope. Sure, there's an ice-
pick wielding killer closing on you, but safety first! 

Underworld: Rise of the Lycans
Have you ever flipped channels and gotten to something deemed watchable, and you start in 
on it and ten minutes later you realize you've already seen it? Underworld: Rise of the Lycans is 
the Mother of those films.

One day Kate Beckinsale is going to surprise me with a good film. This isn't that day.

Taken
Oh goody, a clear strike for the paranoid right-wing American in us all. Don't let your daughter 
go to France! Don't you know what they have there? Why, there's a 90% chance she'll be sold 
into white slavery within minutes of landing. Stupid trusting Americans. She's much safer 
here... in L.A. Are you kidding me?

And who is there to save her? Dad. White middle-
aged paranoid dad, who always knows just what 
those bad guys are up to. He can't keep his family 
in line... but he sure tries to, ‘cause the bad guys 
are always lurking. Go dad, go! And, oh good, 
another “ends justify the means” film. Check it 
out, it's “24” in film form. Did Liam Neeson just 
shoot the wife of his French police friend? While 
she hosted him for dinner, no less? This French 
Lieutenant's Woman didn't exactly get the Meryl 
Streep treatment. It's OK, his daughter is out 

there. Surely there will be no repercussions. Didn't you know? Wounded Americans are allowed 
to do anything. And you know what the worst part is? This would all be OK if Taken were a 
passable thriller. We'd forgive; we'd forget. But when it enters “silly thriller” realm, like the 
minute we introduce all of Neeson's overprotective foibles, well, then you discover exactly 
what a terrible message this film has.

Ninja Assassin
Five human sliced cross-sections before the opening credits. That must be some kind of 
record. Why don't people ever look up when ninjas are present? Those dudes always come 
from above. 

Couples Retreat
Multiple, I repeat, multiple people recommended this film to me. I would rather believe that 
these people actually sensed my own marriage was in trouble and thought this film about 
rekindling relationship magic would help than believe that I would truly enjoy yet another 
addition to the Vince Vaughn kennel.
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All About Steve
Good gravy, I thought The Proposal was a mess until I saw this film.

The Informers
Aaaaah! The curse of Robert Altman lives! Where do you go to school to learn how to mix five 
nothing story-lines tangentially related to 25 dull but selfish characters? I feel these types of 
Short Cuts-like films keep switching gears on purpose so you won't realize the movie sucks. It's 
clear, Gregor Jordan, that you have an audience, albeit small. You might have a bigger one if 
you could find something to put on screen that people actually want to see. A smile would help. 
Not revisiting the shallow 80s or Aids: The Early Days might help, too. 

Old Dogs
Old Dogs comes from director Walt Becker, the same man who gave us the gifts of Van Wilder 
and Wild Hogs. These films aren't made for me. I'll say that right up front. I mean, we've got 
some potentially cute stuff here – a full contact game of ultimate frisbee, a zoo break-in ending 
in a rabid penguin attack. These aren't the worst ideas around. I know this. You see 200 films a 
year and you'll recognize weak innovation as different from vile pond scum. Thing is, after 
being showered with 90 minutes of “taking the wrong pill” jokes and “tee shots to the balls” 
jokes, I have little room left to pretend a penguin attack is funny when it isn't.

Ice Age: Dawn of the Dinosaurs
I don't know who came up with the idea of giving life support to a lethargic series by 
introducing cartoon babies, but that guy's a genius. Look, it's the same old tired crap, but 
they're babies! Ice Age had already told its increasingly weak stories; there wasn't anywhere for 
this franchise to go, so let's milk this cow dry by introducing two standards of artificial 
plotdom – dinosaurs and babies. Hey, let's even have dinosaur babies! 

I can't even guarantee your toddler will have a good time here. As a parent, your job is simple – 
do whatever you have to do (Monopoly, macramé, child pilates, I dunno... reading) to make 
sure you never see this film a second time.

Halloween II
Rob Zombie is an artist. You can tell. There's no phoning it in here. You can tell in the way he 
sets up a familial dynamic subplot; you can tell in the way he gives a POV to a strip club 
flunkee; you can tell in the way Mike Myers gives two or three unnecessary extra butcher knife 
head stabbings to the on-call nurse.

The problem is this art is crap. And when you see the misogyny and violence here, it's extra 
disturbing because you know the director cares about what he's doing.

In the standard slasher film, the kids are dumb; the plot is dumb. Running. Screaming. 
Spewing. The end. Rob Zombie has given his folks personalities and backstory, and then 
disembowels them brutally all the same. It's like Rob is playing a chess game with his Mike 
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Myers queen against sixteen pawns, all bearing the name of somebody who pissed him off in 
the past. “This is my revenge fantasy and I'm living it.” I find this very disturbing. 

Say Rob, if I struck a chord, could you make me a condescending Frenchman for Ha#oween III? 
Thanks.

Anthropomorphized Rodents (Alvin and the 
Chipmunks: The Squeakquel, G-Force)
In a just and kind world, an inane movie about talking 
secret agent spy guinea pigs would be the worst film of 
the year. But this is not a just and kind world. This is a 
world in which I am forced to recall which of these 
(prairie) dogs had the “dutch oven” joke and which one 
had the “fart in a hamster ball” joke. You can make me 
remember, but you can't make me care.

This next section of the dishonorables is all about the women. I'd feel bad, but these 
films are indeed awful. There is a backhanded pride to be taken here – when, say, Fighting or 
Dragonba# Evolution sucks, there really isn't much to say about it, but when a women's film 
sucks, oh my, there's a whole new dimension of thought there.

My Sister's Keeper
You've heard of “Torture Porn”? I call this “Blubber Porn”. Fitting that the tale tells the story 
of a girl genetically engineered to supply life-giving tissue to her sister as this film has been 
genetically engineered for you to deliver aloe-giving tissue to your tear ducts. 

Now, I'm not made of stone. The plot is, essentially, a dying cancer-stricken teen saying 
goodbye to the world. That's sad stuff. But the producers couched this premise in such phony 
conflict that it's impossible for a critical mind to ignore what isn't on screen. Bottom line is the 
guys who made this movie simply didn't have the balls to tell it correctly. Ok, I see the anger, 
sort of... now where's the alienation? Where's the resentment? We hint at these, barely... and 
where's the financial burden? We all know how cost-efficient it is when a family member 
struggles with leukemia. Sure, mom, give up your lawyer day job; I'm sure dad the fireman can 
provide everything by himself. 

No, the conflict here is the healthy pre-teen daughter suing her mom for the rights to her own 
body. You read that right. Sis is dying of cancer and we focus on a Shelley Long plot. And mom 
isn't really a villain, of course; she just wants her daughter to live. You see, we don't want real 
controversy; we just want tears by the bucketful. That's why mom shaves herself bald out of 
sympathy, but *presto* manages to have hair later on in the film. Let's introduce a heartthrob, 
make him a love interest, and then make him die off early so we can't explore the teen-sex 
issue. God forbid anybody wants to tell a real story. 

I think you've cheapened cancer for all of us.  
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Confessions of a Shopaholic
I confess that I don't understand fashion. I really don't. Is there a 
hidden benefit to looking like an easter egg (see shot of Isla Fisher)? 
Does it get you things you want? Does it enhance the relationships you 
want? Does it really make you feel good? The movie implies it, but the 
rush seems less stable than cocaine, and not as cheap, either. 

But then I thought that wasn't fair. I'm not giving an obsession with 
fashion a fair shake. So I decided to compare a woman's obsession 
with fashion to a man's obsession with sports.

Can a man obsessed with sports...? Can a woman obsessed with fashion...?

End up spending a 

fortune on the obsession?

Acquire an alienating 

wardrobe?

Develop an eating 

disorder?

Act foolish in public?

Attract a mate through 

the obsession?

Waste time on trivial 

minutiae?

Make a career out of it?

Make a worthwhile career 

out of it?

Gain friends?

Lose friends?

Gain the admiration of 
strangers?

Gain happiness?

Certainly. Certainly.

Yes. Yes.

Yes. Yes.

Are you kidding? Less, but yes.

Extremely unlikely. Only if "gay" is an option.

Every single waking moment. Not as much, but yes.

If very lucky. If very lucky.

If even luckier. Extremely unlikely.

Yes, with limitations. Only if "gay" is an option.

Oh yeah. Oh yeah.

Some yes, but most no. A few more than "some yes, but most 
no."

Sure, if willing to wade through 
years of pain to get there, and then 
and only then, it's fleeting at best.

Sure. And the happiness is more 
frequent than your average sports nut, 
but it too only lasts as long as the next 
Prada shoot.

After making this list, I immediately came to the conclusion that I'd wasted far too much of 
my life watching sports.
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Hannah Montana: the Movie
Quick, Hannah! Er, I mean Miley. You have to get out of here! You need to get back to your 
roots, Miley, um, Stewart. This singing stuff has made you a rich flaky city poser. That's not 
you. You're a rich flaky country poser. Look, we've brought you back to your home where we'll 
pretend Billy Ray Cyrus – oh did I say Billy Ray Cyrus? I meant Robby Ray Stewart – is your 
father and he is clearly not some famous platinum album recording artist or anything. And 
look, here's your humble country house, and your humble country pet horse. And, oh, look, 
we've got a surprise – we've even provided your first humble country STD in the form of the 
local humble country stud, Travis. Aren't you excited? Isn't this so much better? Er... that's the 
horse; Travis is to the right. 

Thank you, Powers That Be, that my pre-teen daughter has not yet discovered any magic in 
Hannah Montana, the Jonas Brothers, or Twilight. 

Bride Wars
The very best part of seeing this movie was that it meant I no longer had to see the trailer for 
this movie.

My Life in Ruins
You named the male love interest Poupi Coccas (read: poopy caca)? Really? His nephew is 
Doudi Coccas? Really? This is what passes for humor now? Welcome to the Tyler Perry School 
of “Anyone Can Write a Screenplay”. 

The ecstatic progression of titillating mirth didn't stop there. No, brace yourself for the scene 
in which an obnoxious American tourist (in this “romantic” “comedy” about a Greek tour 
guide) unwittingly dons a shirt reading “Enter at Rear” in Greek. Naturally, this shirt by itself 
immediately attracts all manner of homosexual Greek men much like flies, literally, to shit. 
Didn't you know all homosexual Greeks lack taste or self respect? It's these moments that 
really bug me. If a joke falls flat, that's one thing – you wrote a bad joke, but Ruins is replete 
with the going-nowhere set-up. Oh, goody, the “who is sleeping with whom” scene in a hotel 
lobby... and there's Richard Dreyfuss emerging spent from activity and the camera pans to 
show two middle-aged divorcées in lingerie on his hotel bed. Titter. Giggle. WAIT. Stop. 
Rewind. In lingerie? Who wears sexy lingerie a%er the main event? No suspension of disbelief = 
no humor. Giggle all you want, immature golden agers; it reveals more about you than it does 
about Greece.  

Post Grad
Is there some weird objective for girls to string along all possible suitors? Do you learn it in the 
How to Be a Girl handbook? If I'm reading this clichéd look at life-after-college correctly, I 
believe the message to all boys is “just wait. She'll come around. She'll figure out what a catch 
you are.” This is among the most irresponsible messages out there in 2009. I mean, first you 
have to ask yourself: “what's so great about (in this case, Alexis Bledel) that it's worth the 
wait?” But more importantly, it just ain't true. If you're in the Friend Zone, you're there to stay.
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Let me put it this way: fellas, (assuming you saw Post Grad), did you see Post Grad with a girl? Of 
course you did. Silly question – no way you saw this with just the guys. Ok, now since seeing 
the film, have you gotten past first base with the girl in question? No. Then you're never gonna. 
Never. That train makes no stops at Youville. You're in the Friend Zone or worse. Forever. 
Move on.

Now let's look at this in context – Ryden (Bledel)  is a 
selfish basket case who still manages to boytoy the 
hunky Adam (Zach Gilford). You know, the great-
lookin' kid who has to choose his future between 
Columbia Law and opening for Jason Mraz (‘cause 
those were my choices after college, too). And yet, 
Ryden would rather play six rounds of “Inflatable 
Furniture” with the set of Brazil Nuts next door. And 
Adam would remain a virgin for this treasure. Yeah, 

uh, no. Film deals with male fantasies all the time; sometimes film is 
male fantasyland – problem is that it's harder to distinguish female fantasy because it's 
presented as subtle surreality within the realm of reality. Nobody really ever gets drunk and 
steals Mike Tyson's tiger, but people graduate from college and look for jobs every year. 

Guys – if you feel like you're being strung along, you are. Don't get mad, just move on. In the 
mean time, see The Hangover instead of Post Grad.

Motherhood 
I can see you have good intentions here in showing the trials of being an NYC mother, but you 
can't just string 15 mildly dishonest scenes together and expect to reach an honest truth.
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THE WORST FILMS OF 2009

First, a slew of rotten films that should be acknowledged for their horribleness and left alone: 
Armored, Sorority Row, Gamer, Last Chance Harvey, The International, Street Fighter: The Legend of 
Chun Li, Dragonba# Evolution, Dance Flick, Did You Hear About the Morgans?, Race to Witch 
Mountain, Boondock Saints II, Fighting, and The Stepfather.

10. Bright (One) Star
Nobody but nobody is gonna convince me the man who wrote “a thing of beauty is a joy 
forever” never got laid. 

Welcome to JaneCampionland, where a strong and opinionated woman should be loved, even if 
she behaves like a miserable cur. The cur in question here is Fanny Brawne who falls in love 
with the poet John Keats within the first 30 seconds of film. Somewhere around reel five, they 
finally get to first base. Abbie Cornish has decided to play Fanny as the romantic era 
embodiment of (Peanuts character) Lucy Van Pelt. The crabby and bossy semblance is so 
striking, in fact, that when a football is introduced in the middle of the film, I almost yelled at 
the screen “don't let Fanny have it – she'll just tempt you to kick it from her and pull it away at 
the last second!” 

Almost as fitting a counterpart to Abbie's Lucy, Ben Whishaw (and not James McAvoy) plays 
Keats as Charlie Brown, a lovable loser who is consistently upstaged in turn by his benefactor, 
then by his girlfriend, and then children, furniture, and random pieces of background scenery. 

It is amazing how little you can actually say in two hours if you try; (as none of the subplots, 
like Fanny's sewing or the affair between sponsor and maid, go anywhere) the plot essentially 
revolves around irascible Fanny taking years to decide whether or not she should marry below 
her station. Yeah, ‘cuz there's just a throng of suitors beating down your door. She nearly, 
almost, sort-of, maybe, just about comes close to a decision when Keats dies of TB and the 
movie mercifully ends. 

Bright Star should have been a character study. After all, John Keats is one of history's most 
notable poets. But it wasn't, it was a “romance”. There is a secret to making a good romance. It 
shouldn't be a secret, but apparently it is because people keep getting it wrong: you have to love 
the people fa#ing in love on film. An audience member has to look at the screen and say, “I want 
to be in love with that person.” Now, it's not an easy task to accomplish – but you went a 
miserable 0-for-2 here, Jane. If I'd been affianced to either of these jokers, I'd contemplate 
suicide. If I were affianced to any of the Campionheads who worship this awful film, I'd 
contemplate suicide. Well, that's OK; at least there was some good hot passion, right? Oh.

9. Obsessed
Obsessed may not be the worst film out there, but it represents the worst Hollywood has to 
offer. The title premise suggests an exploration of the movie's theme – very attractive Ali 
Larter hunting married prey Idris Elba. Did director Steve Shill greet all his producers with a 
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“Look at me! I can make a film where a white woman stalks a black man without racial 
overtones”? Sure, Steve, we got over your first PC hurdle, but your empty tale still reeks of an 
exploration into your own dickless misogyny. Oh poor perfect Derek (Elba), five drinks into 
the Christmas party and he still has no trouble resisting Lisa (Larter). Yeah. OK. Oh, and poor 
Derek – his wife won't believe his true story. For three and a half years, he's the devoted 
husband and father, but one week of a one-sided crush causes Sharon (Beyoncé Knowles) to 
toss his ass to the curb.

If it weren't for the kid, I'd say “go.” 

But that isn't the point, is it? Hot psycho Lisa continues to ruin Derek's life by wanting to have 
sex with him. Is this the kind of idea that gets batted around the men's room and poker tables? 
“Hey, what if the sexiest woman in town wants only you? What do you do?” Boy, it's fun to 
pretend hot women can't wait to have sex with plain old (devoted) family men, isn't it? The 
coup de grâce of this idiocy culminates in a bitch-fight to the death. I found myself rooting for 
evil Lisa... c'mon movie, make a statement. If the evil girl wins, we've said something. No. Not 
only does wife prevail, we also get the moment in which the duel is interrupted for the wife to 
forget her issues and offer the saving hand to the villain. Boo. Really, are we this insecure that 
we can't even follow through on a good vengeance kill? Really?

8. Year One
What are we parodying here? The caveman 
stuff would suggest man's evolution, but 
then we immediately step into a world of 
Adam, Eve, Seth, Cain, and Abel. Oooh, I 
get it, maybe we're trying in film form to 
explain the Old Testament's biggest gaffe – 
that Adam and Eve were the only people 
alive, begat only sons and yet the sons 
somehow married. But none of that 
explains the Romans in this film.

You'd think if you were gonna go that far 
for a joke there'd be a winner in there 
somewhere. 

7. Knowing
I can say honestly and without shame that I enjoyed Act I. Nice set-up, bunch of numbers 
from a time capsule... what do they mean? Predict the future of mass human tragedy? Uh oh. 
Fantastic plane crash. Then everything else about the film pretty much crashes and burns, too.

Does Nicolas Cage have a plan here? At the time of this screening, Cage's run had been 
Knowing, Bangkok Dangerous, National Treasure: Book of Secrets, Ghost Rider, The Wicker Man, and 
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Next. How many consecutive pooches have to be screwed before casting directors stop 
employing this man?

6. From Mexico with Love
From the annals of Bad Executive Decisions:

“I want to make a film.”

“What kind of film?”

“I want to make the most clichéd film in movie history.”

“Might be tough, Martin Lawrence's career is almost over.”

“No. No. This will be new and fresh – a new take on a cliché that nobody saw coming.”

“What are you thinking? Romance? Coming of age? Horror? All three at once?”

“How about an immigration tale? You know, standard stuff, victimized peons of color, white 
Americans taking advantage.”

“Well sure, that's a cliché, all right, but hardly innovative. Is there some way we can get sports 
involved?”

“That's it! We tell the standard tale except end it with a boxing match between the evil white 
overlord and the spunky Mexican upstart... and make sure there's a girl involved that they can 
fight for.”

“Genius. Pure genius. I hate this film already.”

“So will everybody else, pal. So will everybody else.”

Before you engage in the standard rant comparing the struggles of the poor-but-pure to the 
oppression of the rich-but-vacuous, you might wish to rethink the From Mexico message to 
illegals: “you should grab every last US dollar you can and then return, because you're Mexican 
and this is where you belong. It's better here.” Do you have any idea how well that message 
plays to Americans? I'm on your side and I find it disgusting.

5. Transylmania
Horse farting. Parents enter while penis caught in a laptop. More horse farting. Guy-mistaken-
for-hot-gal hit on. Even more horse farting. I wonder what the second ten minutes will bring. 
This college kid romp through stereotypical fantasy Romania plays exactly like an R-rated 
“Three's Company” episode – except aimed at a less mature audience.

4. Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen
So I attended this with the dread that there would just be a bunch of “big stupid confusing 
robot fights.” And 30 seconds in, I was already having trouble determining who was who as two 
building-sized mechanical beings crashed through downtown wherever. Was it a battle? Was it 
a chase? I'm not sure. But wait, there's more! Next we reintroduce our hero from Transformers, 
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Shia Leboueaueaoeyauff, in a domestic scene so disjointed and with such inane dialogue that I 
actually wanted to go back to the stupid robot fight. It didn't really get any better.

Two idiot monoliths soil the screen early on. Oh good, “comic” relief. Do I give Michael Bay 
points for this attempt? These bug-eyed, teddy-eared, buck-toothed, slang-slinging morons will 
be called racist by the general populace. While the criticism is valid, I think it misses the 
point: here we have the worst CGI attempts at humor since Jar Jar Binks, and, for my money, 
the most unwatchable comic tandem since Wi#ow. For me, calling them on racism loses the big 
picture.

I didn't really think it could get any worse, but four or five hours in, Mikey B gave us a scene 
straight out of Pearl Harbor, which, you know, was great because I feared I'd never get to see 
Pearl Harbor again. 

Michael, seriously, why, why, why do you bother blowing up stuff time and time again on screen 
when the rest of your movie has already self-destructed?

3. The Ugly Truth
I will readily admit there are times at which I do not see eye to eye with fellow viewers, so I 
have devised a helpful one-question quiz right here to save some of you a great deal of time:

In a scene that reeks of contrivance the way Paris 
Hilton reeks of plastic, TV news producer Abby 
(Katherine Heigl) finds herself out to dinner in public 
with her many bosses while wearing a pair of adult 
toyshop issued vibrating underwear. Naturally, the 
remote control to said underwear finds its way into the 
hands of a curious boy dining nearby. While he explores 
the “toy”, she simulates orgasm not unlike Meg Ryan in 
When Harry Met Sa#y.

Now, if presented with this moment on screen, would it make you feel...

A. Sad at how far humor standards have fallen in the “no taboo” era?

B. Disgusted by the spectacle and ready to punch somebody, preferably the person(s) who 
wrote this POS?

C. That this is the natural conclusion reached from minds who only understand stimulation 
from Judy Blume books, Abstinence-Only Sex Education or the movie Twilight? 

D. COMEDIC ECSTACY; THIS IS A LAUGH RIOT!!!!! 

If your answer was “D”, you should probably stop reading right now; my work isn't for you. 
Wait. Before you go, I have a message: Thank you for sharing your attention with me. Your 
inevitable future divorce will probably not hurt any less, but in light of this note, it shouldn't 
come as a surprise. Now, if you could just let me know the showings you're likely to view in the 
future, that would be very helpful in order for me to avoid them.
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I'd call The Ugly Truth a puerile study in sexuality, but for that statement to be true, one would 
actually have to have a child's understanding here. This is the kind of movie in which a scene 
starts with a cat going out a window and ends with a woman gawking face-to-crotch at an 
exposed penis. You can almost hear the Robert Luketic direction, “now stand there and do 
nothing so we get her full reaction... one... two... three. Good.” Warning: I guarantee 
disappointment.

As for the leads, Heigl continues to strike me as somebody who just hasn't been around the 
block enough to know when her character doesn't make sense. Watch her enough and you'll 
understand the difference between acting and pretending. On the other side, I've had enough 
of Gerard Butler. I can't wait for Zac Efron to be old enough to start stealing these lame parts 
away from this self-satisfied walrus.

2. Madea Goes to Jail/I Can Do Bad All by Myself 
I want you to imagine Happy Gilmore for a moment. Got it? Good. Now, take out all the parts 
with golf, and all the parts in which Happy is calm. And anything funny. Replace them with still 
photos from Jet magazine. Leave in all the violent overreaction. Voilà! Madea Goes to Jail. The 
popularity of this film makes me nauseous. Anytime anybody else would like to jump on board 
the “Tyler Perry sucks” bandwagon, be my guest. Please. Because until then, we are stuck with 
stale drama, the revelation that Perry doesn't know jack about _________ (in this case it was 
the legal profession) and humor entirely derived from anger and retribution. Even Tyler Perry 
fans have to admit when Madea ain't on the screen, his films go nowhere. It sickens me that 
people find the revenge fantasy so entertaining. 

Oh thank goodness. In this one, we also get another charming message all people need to hear: 
without proper police procedure, sin doesn't exist. Say Tyler, you're a God-fearing man, is that 
biblical? I think it is. Allow me to quote:

"There are six things the Lord hates, seven that are detestable to him: haughty eyes, a 
lying tongue, hands that shed innocent blood, a heart that devises wicked schemes, feet 
that are quick to rush into evil, a false witness who pours out lies, and a man who stirs 
up dissension among brothers... unless of course the Miranda Rights hath been fouled at 
which point the Lord giveth thou a pass." – Proverbs 6:16-19

Hope I got that one right. Setting Madea free sets a really good example. Speaking of which, 
what do we make of this hate-filled cross-dresser? Seems notable that Tyler always plays his 
non-costumed self as a milquetoast. This will maximize your comic effect of course, but what it 
also does is set up a weird Superman/Clark Kent kind of thing: except that instead of acquiring 
and manipulating super powers, Tyler merely beats the shit out of the nearest offender, often a 
child. I'm not a psychologist, but if I saw somebody who was calm and collected in daily life, 
but needed to don a dress and wig to act out violent revenge fantasy, I'd say that guy has issues. 
Serious issues. 
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Things you can show in a Tyler Perry film:

• Infidelity

• Pimp slap

• Suggested rape

• Attempted rape

• Attempted rape of a minor

• Drug abuse

• Elderly abuse

• Prison fights

• Road rage

• Calling anybody a whore

• Righteous 2x4 to the head

• Righteous head slapping

• Righteous electrocution

Things you cannot show in a Tyler Perry film:

• Swear words

• Nudity

• Death (Funeral is OK. Actual dying? No.)

Way to keep it real, Tyler.

For what it’s worth, I Can Do Bad A# by Myself is probably Tyler Perry's best effort as a director. 
Still shameless, vacuous, telegraphed, transparent, shallow, faith-based crap and nothing that 
couldn't be shown on Lifetime, Do Bad could easily make the bottom 10 by itself. However, it 
did contain almost three (3!) full minutes of screen time that neither bored nor offended me. At 
this rate, I see giving a Tyler Perry film thumbs up somewhere around 2157 A.D.

1. Observe and Report
There is no word for the emotional state one goes through watching this film. It's an 
anticipation of delight, yet a consistent payoff in revulsion. I can only describe it as if, say, you 
looked up a YouTube video promising a cute dog being shot out of a cannon, and when you 
went to play it, instead of dog/cannon, you get the dog exploding in slow motion while 
defecating. That's what it's like watching Observe and Report, the story of a mildly mentally 
impaired mall cop (Seth Rogen) in his search for respect and the ability to wield a firearm. 
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How about the scene in which Rogen cleans the teen punks out of the parking lot with a 
skateboard to the head – is that funny? How about the scene in which a very drunk/high Anna 
Faris has sex with Rogen – is that funny?  

With all due respect to Isabella Rossellini in Blue Velvet – or any actress who has portrayed 
hooker, slut or stripper – Observe and Report gave us a new standard for “Most Degrading 
Performance Ever”... and it didn't come from Faris or Rogen. It wasn't enough for Randy 
Gambill to be a trench coat flasher; no, we have a 
climax in the mall in which we get full frontal. 
Consistently. And in let's just say “too many” open 
coat shots of our villain showing off a most 
unattractive figure, if you keep watching, you 
might actually ask yourself “I can see that he is 
100% exposed, and I can see that all his secondary 
features are not feminine, but... well... where'd it 
go?” I put it to any of you, what's worse than being 
an ugly male flasher on film? How about being 
that flasher with a tiny, tiny penis? It gets better – 
the guy spots Faris, and the film suddenly insists 
he's a sex offender instead of just a pervert. And 
Rogen comes to save the day, shooting an 
unarmed, ugly pervert point blank before the 
perv can touch precious Anna. My hero. 

In that and the ensuing scenes in which Ronnie (Rogen) is treated in heroic fashion, I literally 
could not believe what I was watching. A bi-polar, trigger-happy, and sense-lacking drone is 
given a lethal weapon and rewarded for his illegal heroism (whatever your stand on criminal 
justice, at the time Ronnie was neither employed, nor legally able, much less mentally mature 
enough, to carry a firearm). 

Paul Blart: Ma# Cop, essentially the same basic movie, blew... but at least it knew it was a 
straight-up comedy. I fear those who aren't appalled by Observe and Report.
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A LITTLE BIT OF COLUMN “A”, A LITTLE BIT OF COLUMN “B”

Some bests:

• Favorite cinematic moments of 2009:

- Marco Polo, Land of the Lost

- Dogfight with actual dogs, Up

- What happened to his hand? District 9

- “You know that moment when you can look into somebody's eyes...”, Up in the Air

- Is that seven land mines? Holy crap, The Hurt Locker

- Adding peanut butter to a slice of pie, Paul Blart: Ma# Cop (attention – this serves in no 
way as an endorsement of said film)

• Favorite cameos:

- William Shatner, Fanboys

- Will Ferrell, The Goods: Live Hard, Se# Hard

- “Weird Al” Yankovic, Ha#oween II

• Best battle scenes since the Lord of the Rings trilogy: Red Cliff.

• Favorite musical moments:

- “Be Italian” – Nine

- “Do You Believe?” – Will Ferrell and Danny McBride doing Cher in Land of the Lost

- “Everything I Own” – I Can't Go On, I'll Go On (Bandslam)

- “Helvetica Black” – Shorts

- “I Can Do Bad All by Myself ” – Mary J. Bilge (Strangely enough, this was from District 9)

- “I've Got You Under My Skin” – Michael C. Hall (Gamer)

- “Quiero Que Me Quieras (I Want You to Want Me, en Español)” – Gael García Bernal, 
Rudo y Cursi

- “Take Five” – A Single Man

- “You Make My Dreams Come True” – (500) Days of Summer

- "Fallin' and Flyin'" – Jeff Bridges and Colin Farrell, Crazy Heart
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• Best use of 3D: There probably should be a discussion of 3D here. The technology has come 
quite a ways in a short span of time. Almost 20 titles appeared in 3D in 2009, more than 
doubling the number for the previous year, which more than doubled the year before it. 
This trend isn't going away. The technology is almost always a positive, but its ultimate use 
seems still strangely confined to horror film. So here were my favorite uses of 3D in 2009.

1. Pick axe to the back of the head creating an eyeball cherry on top comin' right at ya, My 
Bloody Valentine

2. Torso hit with large projectile gets the play-doh effect against an unyielding chain-link 
fence, The Final Destination

3. Paddle ball, Monsters vs Aliens

4. Opening Credits, Coraline

5. Rooftops of London, A Christmas Carol

Honorable mentions: Flying hamster ball, G-Force; Foodalanche, Cloudy with a Chance of 
Meatba#s.

• And, hand-in-hand, my favorite CGI from 2009:

1. The destruction of Los Angeles, 2012 (did anybody else cheer?)

2. Bullet v. samurai sword, X-Men Origins: Wolverine

3. Plane crash, real close, Knowing

4. Bottled schooners crashing ashore, The Lovely Bones

5. Avatar

• Favorite endings:

- Paranormal Activity: Serious nightmare material (although, it could have been better – 
see the “Perv Corner” section).

- (500) Days of Summer: “Nice to meet you. I'm Autumn.”

- Fanboys: “What if the movie sucks?” 

• Favorite epilogue: LeBron (James): “Chose not to go to college. He found seasonal work in 
Cleveland”, More than a Game.

• Most egregious soapboxing:

Conservative division: Zac Efron's abstinence rant during health class in 17 Again. Wow, that 
was straight out of the Republican playbook. But why stop there? You know what this back-
to-high-school farcical romp really needed? A good lecture on how terror justifies torture or 
how abortion is murder plain and simple. 
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Liberal division: The Battle for Terra. Earthlings blew 
up their own planet and now have to conquer the 
innocent Tehranians. Did I say “Tehranians”? I 
mean Terranians, of course. This “Iraq War Bad” 
parable for children even came with an Earth 
commander who looks suspiciously like somebody 
who started a war in the Middle East not too long 
ago (pictured, right). There are only two major 
problems in relating the Iraq war to kids in this 
fashion:

1. Your black and white viewpoint stinks of Michael Moore disease; no one imagines that 
Saddam Hussein's Iraq was a place of tranquility and justice. That wasn't the point.

2. In a backhanded way, you've given a reason for the invasion of Iraq. As not a single 
invasion excuse has panned out under scrutiny, assigning one, even a callous one, 
cheapens the debate for all. 

(Runner up: Avatar. Same reasons.)

• Best film you've never heard of: White on Rice. Funny character study of a loser, Japanese-
American style. Forty, divorced, sharing a bunk bed with his 10-year-old nephew. Ah, good 
times.

• Most bizarre bit of casting: Mike Myers, Inglorious Basterds.

Some worsts:

• Most loathsome cinematic character: The “hero” of I Hope They Serve Beer in He#, Tucker 
Max (Matt Czuchry). Until meeting this character, I had no idea there were levels of 
misogyny. Oh, he's got all the standards: “fat chicks aren't people”, “if only women knew 
how boring they really are”, and the like.  But in contrast to most misogynists, this isn't a 
smoke screen to hide fear or inadequacy. He really believes these awful things he says, and 
there isn't a degrading thought about women that he won't utter.

Honorable mentions: Creepy neighbor George Harvey (Stanley Tucci), The Lovely Bones. 
(Just slightly creepier than Tucci's role as Julia Child's other half in Julie & Julia); Kyle 
Clayton (Daryl Sabara), World's Greatest Dad.

• Disturbing visual of year: Box of eyelids, The Haunting in Connecticut

Runner up: Hugh Grant in a cowboy hat, Did You Hear about the Morgans? 

• Worst double: Friday the 13th/Confessions of a Shopaholic. Close second: Fighting/Obsessed.
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• Most gratuitous product placement: The Invention of Lying. Geez, was this film financed 
entirely by soft drink and fast food companies? 

• Action scenes I slept through:

1. Angry lawnmower attacking sentient doily, 9

2. Lincoln's Monument sticking it to Birdmen of Egypt, Night at the Museum: Battle of the 
Smithsonian

3. Renovating the balcony, Cirque du Freak: The Vampire's Assistant

4. Whatever happened at the end of Dragonba# Evolution

5. Transformers: Revenge of the Fa#en

• Greatest waste of time: Larger than Life: Dave Matthews Band in Concert

• Hardest film to watch (tie):

A Woman in Berlin – World War II is ending and the Russians have invaded Germany. With 
the men folk away at war, the townswomen frequently play a rousing diversion of “last one 
indoors gets raped”. Ugly reminder that invading armies – all invading armies – are subject 
only to the laws they choose to enforce. 

I Hope They Serve Beer in He# – a pathological misogynist, a guy who caught his wife sucking 
off a minor celebrity, and a two-days-from-marriage bachelor against his fiancée's wishes hit 
the road for some stripper action. That's right; our heroes are three guys all of whom have 
woman control issues. And they're hitting the road for some trim. Watch any five minutes in 
the first hour and you'll beg for a slasher film. 

Perhaps the worst part of both of these films is they're memoirs. These people exist; these 
things happened. This isn't fiction so much as an exaggeration of truth, and it's likely not far 
from reality. 

• Worst film you've never heard of: Walt & El Grupo – In 1941, Walt Disney took 19 of his best 
artists on vacation with him to South America in an effort to inspire some of the most 
insipid, forgettable work ever attached to Disney studios. The movie plays like a home slide 
show from your least favorite relative. “...and here's another shot of somebody you don't 
know doing something you don't care about.”
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Some reviews

Franchise Evaluations:

X-Men Origins: 

Wolverine

Harry Potter and the 

Half-Blood Prince

Terminator Salvation Saw VI

Alternative 
title

My rating

In a word

Casting 

question

Basic plot

Franchise plot 

innovation

Phoning it in

Questionable 

filmmaking

Greatest 

addition to the 

franchise

Biggest 
detraction 
from the 
franchise

Climax spoiler

XY He-men: Beefcake We ‘re Almost There, 

Folks

The Next One is Terminator: 

Communion

Saw: Seen It

2 stars 3 stars 1 star 1.5 stars

Testosterone Improvement Bleak

Taylor Kitsch1 Is there any chance we 

can replace Rupert 

Grint for #7?

Sam Worthington2? Christ. 

Two names in and I'm 

already lost.

Dudes get their 

freak on.

Let's get Ron a 

girlfriend.

Humans, machines 

continue their little 

misunderstanding.

Sorry.

Super Freak.  Super 

Freak.  He's Super 

Freak-aaaay.

Hormones Dogs Machines who think 

they're people.

I’m

The editor. Acting coaches. The producer. Do we really 

need to cover up Little 

Arnold?

freaking

Oh goody, yet 

another 

metaphorical penis-

size comparison.

That's right, the boy 

who can't take "school 

rules" for an answer is 

gonna sit out the 

Death Eater conflict.

Does Christian Bale's 

intensity have an off switch? 

Because he kinda needs 

one.

done

Liev Schreiber; the 

X-Men need a 

serious dose of 

levity.

Death of Dumbledore 

means limited 

Gambon for the 

finale.

N/A with

"I'm sweaty; you're 
sweaty – somebody 

take a photo."

Why are Voldemort's 
minions more 
powerful than 
Voldemort?

Paradox of time travel has 
been replaced with sets 

from Resident Evil: 
Extinction.

the

Ryan Reynolds gets 
the "Sylar from 

Heroes" treatment.

Bad guys come to 
Hogwarts, do next to 
nothing and... leave?

Big Arnold. Saw
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X-Men Origins: 

Wolverine

Harry Potter and the 

Half-Blood Prince

Terminator Salvation Saw VI

Am I happy 
this film was 
made?

Fifty years 
from now, a 
guide to film 
will read...

No Yes HELL NO franchise.

Jackman continued 
to cash in on the 

role that both made 
him a star and 

alternatively held 
him back from 
several genuine 

acting 
opportunities.

For a bridge film, this 
one was really quite 

enjoyable.

With this film, the 
franchise officially evolved 

beyond enjoyment.

1 Somewhere in the unknown depths of LA, there is an acting school which requires one never to lose a "come hither" 
demeanor. In just five minutes of screen time, Taylor manged to make love to the camera, move in with the camera, leave the 
toilet seat up and invite the boom mic and green screen over for poker night.
2 And then he shows up half a year later as the star in Avatar. What's with this guy? How do you get huge roles with such a 
flimsy resume?

Franchise Evaluations (continued):

The Final 

Destination

Star Trek Friday the 13th Fast and 

Furious

Alternative 
title

My rating

In a word

Casting 

question

Destination and 

Destinationerer

It's Like Muppet 

Babies, Only with Star 

Trek Characters

What, This Shit Again? So Cool, We 

Don't Need a 

Definite Article

2 stars 3 stars ½ star So cool, we 

don't need a 

rating

Indulgent Groovy Snore Cool

Black guy in a 

horror film – 

when's he gonna 

buy it?

What is Tyler Perry 

doing in a good film?

How soon until I 

personally hear one of this 

ensemble ask: "may I take 

your order"?

In fact, so cool 

we don't need 

the rest of 

these boxes, 

either.
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The Final 

Destination

Star Trek Friday the 13th Fast and 

Furious

Basic plot

Franchise plot 

innovation

Phoning it in

Questionable 

filmmaking

Greatest 

addition to the 

franchise

Biggest 
detraction 
from the 
franchise

Climax spoiler

Am I happy 
this film was 
made?

50 years from 
now, a guide 
to film will 
read

Death teams with 

Rube Goldberg for 

some hijinks.

How did Kirk 

become so awesome? 

Let's find out.

Jason kills people, time.

Torso severing 

errant tire.

We blow up Vulcan 

and Winona Ryder 

with it.

One of the snotty teens has 

a nice cabin.

All who think 

dream sequences 

aren't tiresome.

Time travel. It 

should look cooler.

Anybody who green lit this 

project.

If death has it in 

for the kid, why 

does he keep 

getting saving 

visions?

How many times 

would you hang 

James Kirk off a 

ledge? I counted five 

in two hours.

Jason swims?

3D Zachary Quinto; 

damn good Spock.

Jason takes up kidnapping; 

nice to see his rap sheet 

branching a little.

Basic plot never 
changes.

The Kirk vs Picard 
war starts over.

The preview hype which 
claimed this film was 

different from previous 
installments.

Pretty sure you 
can't move an arm 
nailed to a wall.

Is that Eric Bana? Jason dies... and comes 
back to life. Who saw that 

coming?

Sort of; 3D softens 
many ills, 

especially in the 
horror genre.

Not quite giddy, but 
close.

No

The 3D stuff is the 
only way to 

distinguish this 
film from his 

friends.

Was that Eric Bana? Nothing; all Friday the 13th 
movies were erased from 
archives by the American 

Bureau of Reasonable Taste 
(ABORT), established 

2037.
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Where the Wild Things Are
Toughest review of the year. This is a children's book and thus marketed as a children's film. As 
a kids film, it is a masterful failure. Those under the age of 15 will leave the theater either bored 
or depressed. Your child will find a greater sense of fantastical wonderment in Astro Boy, 
Bedtime Stories, or, let's face it, The Unbearable Lightness of Being. 

However, as a study of Freud's notions of self, it is a wonderful puzzle watching Max (Max 
Records. Is that really his name, “Max Records”? Huh) sort out his vulnerability through 
monstrous puppet alter-egos.  

The film-making process fascinates me, but only as an outsider – I'm quite certain that, were I 
in the loop, the rewrites and endless takes would drive me batty. Wild Things is different; I 
would love to have played witness to every last bit of Spike Jonze direction. As is, I can only 
imagine, “You! Yeah, two-tone H.R. Puff 'n'stuff with the horns! No, the other one. Yeah, you. 
This is very important – you represent Max's aggression. He will be drawn to you immediately, 
so you have to let him in and act with childlike loyalty, then later there will be betrayal and 
ignorance and confusion and reluctant reconciliation, so you have to be all these things for him 
because you are him and in time he will recognize you as both friend and foe... What?... What 
do you mean ‘you don't get it’?... Oh, screw it. See that thing? Punch a hole in it. Yeah, go over 
and give it a good wallop. Only 10% of viewers are gonna understand this film anyway.” 

(Untitled)
Wow. An attack on pseudo-intellectual pretention by actual intellectual pretension, i.e. the 
artsy taunting the fartsy. There's an audience waiting to happen. (Untitled) does have charm – 
you gotta love performance artist Adrian (Adam Goldberg) teaching a flunkee how to properly 
kick a suspended, chain-filled bucket in order to get the correct sound effect for the 
“performance”. But don't let anybody talk you into this being a top-10 film. Unless you live for 
the hazing of art gallery posers, it is not. 

Ponyo
As Hayao Miyazaki's films are highly unique, it's high 
time somebody developed a Miyazaki-only rating 
system. I have a modest example below.

Film: Ponyo (Gake no ue no Ponyo)

Runtime: 100 minutes

Superfluous footage: About 20-25 minutes

Silliest voice overdubbing: Liam Neeson

Best visual: Baby goldfish morphing into whales and flooding the land.

Fantastical Miyazaki World rating: 4 (out of ten)

Goofy “I'm a noob”-ness: 5 
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Parental irresponsibility: 8 – Standard stuff; “let's leave two five year-olds to fend for themselves 
during a tsunami.”

Incomprehensibility of ending: 6 – “Oh thank goodness Sosuke made the right choice that 
decided the fate of mankind; now gimme the press release so I can learn what he chose 
between.”

Overall: Two stars.

G.I. Joe
Check it out; we made a Bond film without Bond: international intrigue, exotic locations, 
sexual innuendo on screen, world domination, silly but cool gadgets? Several guys and a gal 
playing the Bond role. It's a big role. 

Brüno
There's an insidious evil behind the Sacha Baron Cohen interview. So evil, in fact, it parallels 
Fox News punditry. Eerie. First, get a victim. Selection is important. Person has to be a talker, a 
true believer, and of below-average intelligence. Most importantly, though, the person must 
have no access to fame or the ability to retract in public. Second, you get the person talking, 
talking, talking until he makes the outrageous statement. Third, you isolate the statement. You 
amplify the sound, you end the interview, you repeat it if necessary. This accomplishes the 
tasks of making the speaker look as imbecilic as possible and creating a straw man argument 
for all types who share the speaker's basic point of view. Lastly, you allow no redemption. No 
one is allowed to retract, debate, or apologize. If Bill O'Reilly's editor gets control, Bill always 
has the last word and thus always wins.

To be frank, this is kind of disgusting, but so long as Sacha continues to attack bigots, I'm OK 
with it. It beats attacking peaceniks and greenies.   

Adventureland
I'm not sure what disturbs me more – the fact that parts are specifically written for Michael 
Cera these days or that there isn't enough of Michael Cera to take them all.

Adventureland is my grandest “I could be wrong on this one” of the year. What I saw was a dead 
fish flopping all over the screen. Jesse Eisenberg desperately doing the Cera thing... Ryan 
Reynolds appearing as a villain for what reason again?... some nameless, faceless love interests, 
and none of the shock, charm or appeal of Greg Mottola's previous gem, Superbad. Clearly, this 
film struck a chord among some of you, but Adventureland did nothing for me.

Bad Lieutenant II: Port of Call New Orleans
I'm not sure what you want me to say about this film... am I happy that Nicolas Cage finally 
delivered a decent performance, one fitting of his potentially bi-polar screen personality? Yes, 
very much so. Despite it all, I remain one of his biggest fans. Am I happy to get all the way 
through a Werner Herzog film this time around? Sure. Not always an easy thing. Do I think 
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this film deserves any credit as one of the best of 2009? Are you insane? I'm not entirely sure 
this film made the top-10 New Orleans films of 2009.

The Princess and the Frog
I have to applaud the progressiveness; it's been a long time coming. Certainly Disney has had 
similar characters before, but never yet anchored an entire film around a protagonist who is... 
amphibian. ‘Bout damn time. Yay Disney. Go frogs!

Capitalism: A Love Story
So, does your company have a secret Life Insurance policy on you naming themselves as 
beneficiary? Are you sure? Creepy stuff. I'm not entirely sure how that relates to the economic 
crisis we're in, but it paints a portrait of greed and evil in the corporate world. Walmart won't 
pay your health insurance, but it will certainly collect from your death. Good to know.

In his newest documentary about the reasons behind the collapsed economy, Michael Moore 
does an excellent job of identifying the villains, but then arrives at some very suspect 
conclusions. Sure, the overdubbing of Jesus movie clips in response to politicians invoking said 
Holy Man in the name of capitalism is hilarious. Yes, Jesus was hardly a capitalist and the 
Calvinists-in-priest's–clothing who would invoke His message in the name of rooking your 
fellow man are among the worst people on Earth – but then you have religious figures counter 
the “Jesus for capitalism” argument, which made me wonder: do you really think He'd be all 
that pleased with organized religion these days, either? And is capitalism to blame (as Moore 
claims)? Greed is human nature. Get anybody to want something and somebody's gonna want 
more. That will happen under any economic scheme. 

More damning to me is the clandestine 2006 CitiMemo to shareholders pointing out the US 
Government is now a plutocracy. Well, Citibank ought to know. Plutocracy. Yikes. Can you 
deny it? Can you name a poor person in a position of power? Can you name an economic move 
in the last decade that has been intentionally disadvantageous for the extremely well-to-do? 
Gosh, Richies, you spent all that political clout amassed in the past decade deregulating 
industry, cutting taxes for yourselves, and generally minimizing all elements of fairness and 
equality in American economics; how could that possibly have backfired? This same memo 
points out that 1% of the US population controls 95% of the wealth. This is Citibank talking. 
Any idea how many of your elected officials are in that 1%? Luckily, these are those most 
magnanimous and generous souls around, right? Tax reform? Health care reform? Of course 
they have our best interests at heart. Er, lessee... just one thing – before you take capitalism to 
task, you might ask why the same jokers in the W. treasury remain in the Obama cabinet. 
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Invictus
Did you really think that casting Morgan Freeman as 
Nelson Mandela would make you immune to criticism?

Well, OK, actually that was a pretty good plan. The window 
dressing here (Mandela's South Africa, hunky Matt Damon, 
the racial bridging) is nice, but Invictus  is still just another 
sports tale. The formula hasn't changed since Rocky.

Surrogates
Ok, you got your Big Brother future. You got your doomsday plot. You got your sci-fi 
shenanigans about people using robots to do all their bidding. You got your ridiculous hair 
piece. You got your promising start and disappointing finish. 

Why isn't this a Nicolas Cage film?

Michael Jackson's This Is It
I'm starting with the fans of The Thri#er

I'm hoping they wi# pay their way

And no message could have been any clearer

If you want to make your wa#et a deeper place

Take a look at MJ

And exploit his grace

Some notes

So you're thinking of bypassing art houses and checking out venues with stadium seating, 3D 
glasses, and throngs of erratically-mannered patrons. 

The Case For:

Watchmen. Stunning adaptation of the celebrated graphic novel. Only Hollywood money 
and Hollywood attention to detail could have done this and done it justice.

The Case Against:

Transformers: Revenge of the Fa#en. Big, dumb, and loud. When films are this awful, you stop 
going to the movies.
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So you're thinking of losing name brand theaters and big noise in favor of ads for Stella Artois, 
venues the size of your living room, and quaint semi-functional bathrooms. 

The Case For: 

In the Loop. Lazy writing is sometimes very easy to spot. One of the ways is how characters 
insult each other. Let me give you an example of a lazily written film: dorky white guy on 
frame. He's hefty, but neither fat nor muscular. A character might call him “Jared” for fun. 
Every time he eats something, somebody might point out that this man would be more 
comfortable at a Subway. A lazy director might pause the action ever so slightly after each 
put down to give the audience time to laugh and not miss the next Jared/Subway reference. 
This is shitty writing. Thirty-five years of SNL have proven that everybody looks a little 
like somebody. Your film has told us nothing new except that your characters are familiar 
with TV commercials. Hardly groundbreaking stuff.

A good movie will accept the name in flow and 
move on without pause or even acknowledgment, 
like when Samuel L. Jackson calls Tim Roth 
“Ringo” in Pulp Fiction. No laugh, just part of the 
conversation.

In the Loop has a moment early on in which 
human attack dog Malcolm Tucker (Peter 
Capaldi) berates everybody in the room, 

highlighted by calling out a sheepish underling 
with the name “Ron Weasley”.  A lesser film wouldn't have made a literary reference and it 
would have lingered. If you laughed at the Weasley bit, you missed the next three lines. 

Almost entirely dialogue driven, In the Loop  relentlessly follows a fictional version of the 
politics behind the latest invasion of Iraq. It's not only sharp and fast, it has a serious point 
to make – that the people who got their way on the “to invade or not to invade” issue were 
not the smartest, wisest, and certainly not the most moral group; they simply knew how to 
play the game the best. The fact that this was a game is the heaviest blow of all. In the Loop 
will make you feel better about yourself for having watched it.

The Case Against:

The September Issue. Some jackass saw The Devil Wears Prada and said, “hey, we have that in 
real life. Let's make a documentary about putting together a Vogue spread.” A classic “leave 
that horse in the barn” film. The lack of controversy combined with the unwillingness of 
real life villains to appear villain-y on camera made for stale, second-rate entertainment. 
But at least the idea was fresh, right?

Enlighten Up! Some jackass saw Super Size Me and said, “hey, let's do that for yoga”. So we 
follow the mundane adventures of guinea pig/yoga enthusiast Nick Rosen as he travels the 
globe doing yoga and finding enlightenment. None is found. Unlike the immediate effects 
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of an all McDonald's diet, spirituality knows no timeline. It was silly to believe it would. 
Should have left this horse in the barn, too.

Disappointed with the choices above, I made a list of personal imaginary documentaries I'd 
rather have seen based on my commute to work in the morning:

• Who Keeps Stealing My Stuff? A snipped rose, a purloined empty wine bottle, the occasional 
stepping stone...I am the victim of petty, unreported theft about once every month. What 
motivates one to pinch my morning newspaper, anyway? 

• The Awful Singing Man. Having a voice worse than William Hung's would stop some people 
from performing...but not this man, he's there to ruin every business morning with 
personal renditions of songs completely unrecognizable beneath his unique interpretations.

• 153 Pennies. See the decapitated parking meter from which I discovered a hidden treasure at 
the base – a sealed plastic bag containing 153 pennies. What mysterious force put it there 
and why? Is it to compensate for the pilfered news?

• The Hot Clerk at the Dry Cleaners. I see her at the counter almost daily. What is her story? 
What is her name? More importantly, what is her phone number? 

Check it out, an Eddie Murphy punch-line come to life: The Haunting of Connecticut, Paranormal 
Activitiy. The key ingredient to effective horror is geographical isolation. We all know this. 
BUT IT DOESN'T COUNT IF THE GEOGRAPHICAL ISOLATION IS VOLUNTARY. 
“See, white people, you all sit on the toilet, see blood in the toilet, and you all go get Ajax.”

The reason you get Widescreen instead of Full Screen (Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince 
edition): On the train back to Ron Weasley's house for Christmas vacation, Ron's unstoppable 
force of a girlfriend, Lavender, uses the sliding door compartment windows to draw a heart for 
Won-Won. Awwww. Meanwhile, Harry, looking equally as uncomfortable as a cat being forced 
to bathe, starts playing with the seat cushion. Priceless. 

If you're gonna eliminate the human race, by all means start in San Francisco: Monsters vs Aliens, 
Star Trek, Terminator Salvation. (Pssst! Guys! San Francisco rarely represents the whole of 
humanity.)

You can take the kids out of High School Musical, but you can't take High School Musical out of 
the kids: Corbin Bleu stars in Free Style as a professional dirt bike rider – a professional singing 
dirt bike rider, who also contributes to the soundtrack. Go figure. Zac Efron graduates from 
being the basketball star BMOC in Disneyland High to the world of 17 Again, where he plays a 
basketball star BMOC. Vanessa Hudgens, on the other hand, used to be the supersmart 
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musical genius hero's girlfriend. She left all that behind and joined the cast of Bandslam, where 
she became the supersmart musical genius hero's girlfriend. But, in all fairness, it probably 
doesn't take great acting to be in love with Zac Efron; Gaelan Connell, however, yikes.

Movies in which a climactic tie game was treated as a loss: Harvard Beats Yale 29-29, Rudo y 
Cursi.

Innovation of the year: Rifftrax events on the big screen.

It's late at night. You are in a hotel room. You are alone. You are bored. Porn? No, c'mon. At 
least give something a chance. How about a thriller? Given the circumstances, you'd probably 
be entertained by:

• The Taking of Pe#ham 123

• Angels and Demons

• Perfect Getaway

If given these choices, however, opt for porn:

• The International

• State of Play

• Push

I can see you made a valiant attempt to recreate 20th century history here. Now... why exactly 
should I care?

• Amelia

• Taking Woodstock

• The Boat that Rocked (aka Pirate Radio)
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Sometimes it's her night to pick the film. When she does, aim for these titles: 

• The Time Traveler's Wife

• He's Just Not That Into You

• Julie & Julia

• It's Complicated

Stay far away from: Bright Star, My Sister's Keeper, Motherhood.

Sometimes it's his night to pick the film. When he does, aim for these titles:

• The Hangover

• Watchmen

• Fanboys

• I Love You, Man

Stay far away from: I Hope They Serve Beer in He#, Gamer, Crank: High Voltage, anything with 
“fight”, “dragon” or “assassin” in the title.

Decent date film options:

• Duplicity

• Away We Go

• Whatever Works

Guilty Pleasures

• Fired Up!

• Ghosts of Girl$iends Past

• Astro Boy

For what it's worth, it took a great deal of willpower not to put Fired Up! on the list of Best 
Movies. Yes, you read that correctly.

Best film not named anywhere else in this review: Sunshine Cleaning.
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DISAPPOINTMENTS

The Invention of Lying
Sigh. 

Such great ideas; such marvelous energy. 
Invention could have been another 
Groundhog Day, instead it morphed into a 
Sandra Bullock romcom (with Jennifer 
Garner playing the part of Sandra Bullock).

Here we are in our little alternate universe 
in which there is no lying. There isn't even 
a hint of dishonesty... and everything is 
the same as we have it, right? Well, not 
quite. There's a distinctive lack of 
conflict. Ok, I get that. The lack of 
dishonesty has also led to a premium on 
candor. Your date points out she doesn't find you attractive; the waiter offers that he sampled 
your food. And entertainment is... dull. Movies are little more than historical book readings.  
Ads are flat and frightfully honest. It's kind of cool. I'm into it. For now.

Then one day, an ordinary man (Ricky Gervais) makes up something happy about the afterlife 
to appease his mother on her deathbed. It is the first embellishment this society has ever 
heard. And within a day of the first phrase resembling a lie, religion is born. Think about that. 
The invention of lying directly and quickly leads to the invention of religion. You can search 
the globe and you will not find a greater statement made in a 2009 film.  

So there it is: the potential for greatness. The summit is in sight; the ladder has reached the 
cloud. Written correctly, you can make your statement and get the girl – like Groundhog Day. All 
we did was get the girl. And, honestly, I like the capable-of-lying Jennifer Garner better. We 
already saw this one in 13 Going on 30. It was cute and now it's done.

Anvil! The Story of Anvil 
Billed as a new This Is Spinal Tap, Anvil made it, comparison-wise, as far as “hey, I'm a 
rockumentary, too.” Nobody expected the humor match Tap, but Anvil also lacked the charm 
and musical invention of its benefactor.

9
Fantastic look, nothing story. 
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The Informant!
Should we naturally set our sights lower for movies containing an exclamation point? I think, 
yes. Steven Soderbergh continues to make likable films – but 95% of the joy here can be found 
in the trailer. Watch it and skip the film; thank me later.

Drag Me to Hell
Sam Raimi has done so much better.

PERV CORNER

Funniest sex scene: Adam Goldberg and Marley Shelton, (Untitled)

Most awkward sex scene (tie): Emma Roberts and Kieran Culkin, Lymelife; Romain Duris and 
Julie Ferrier, Paris. Sometimes you just have to turn off the camera.

Worst (“innocent”) innuendo: The Jonas Brothers (3D Concert Experience) play their music to a 
crowd almost entirely comprised of pre-sexual white girls. They get all hot and bothered for 
the boys without really understanding what's going on and why it's going on. During the 
concert – and apparently this happens every Jonas concert – the boys will stop playing music 
and sport fire hoses. The lead asks if the girls are ready (they are)  and proceeds to hose them 
for approximately 15-20 seconds with what is best described as white foam. The important part 
is that it is relatively wet, relatively sticky and leaves a crowd of young girls covered in hose-
spewed white goop. Who choreographed this? There must be, literally, hundreds of actual 
responsible adults putting on this show. Did not one say, “gee, fellas, dontcha think this is, you 
know, disgusting?” 

A strange double: viewing the above moment and then seeing the ejaculation metaphor in 
Watchmen the same day.

My favorite visual: the backside of Vera Farmiga (or her stunt double as the case may be), Up in 
the Air.

Most disappointing failed sex (more for character development than for perversion’s sake): 
Catalina Saavedra, La Nana (The Maid)

Sexiest scene: Swimming pool, Ellen Page and Landon Pigg, Whip It

A final note for this section with respect to Paranormal Activity, my favorite horror film of 
2009:

I like highlighting the pervy moments. It's fun. Truth is, however, that sex scenes and nudity 
are rarely needed to advance a plot or create an atmosphere or develop a character. I 
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appreciate them, and often such scenes can make an otherwise poor film worth seeing, but for 
the sake of a story, only very rarely is sex or nudity a necessity.

There was one key exception in 2009. The film is Paranormal Activity. This is another round 
with the premise being monster-hunting amateurs turn on a camera and let it run as if they 
were making a documentary à la The Blair Witch Project. Now, it's easy to see modesty early on. 
Our subjects know the camera is there and, despite the All I Ever Really Needed to Know I 
Learned from the Internet crowd, most folks don't see the red light as an aphrodisiac. I get 
that. But by day 10 you have a demon bringing charred childhood snaps back from the 
netherworld – do you still really give a damn about wearing a bra to bed? For me, seeing no 
nudity in the very intense climax consistently sent the message: “I'm watching a piece of 
fiction.” As this film was supposed to have a “did this really happen?” feel to it, the message I 
got could be nothing but counter-productive.

CLAP CLAP CLAPCLAPCLAP O-VER-RATE-ED

Public Enemies
Depp is Dillinger; Bale is the man hunting him. “Where's the bad?”, you might ask. It's not 
even that I disliked this film. I'll tell you what it is: I defy anybody – and I mean anybody – to 
find the moment of action or dialogue in this film that you'll be talking about a year from now. 
You know, you're standing around the water cooler, shooting the breeze with the coworkers, 
and somebody says, “hey, that's just like that part in Public Enemies...” I don't see that ever 
happening. 

Michael Mann seems to have a God-given gift of attracting the hottest talents around and 
staging them in scenes with the exact impact of a dessert consisting of lime jello. I'd sooner 
quote Revenge of the Nerds II: Nerds in Paradise. And I do. 

Tyson

But if you go carryin' round pictures of Chairman Mao

You ain't gonna make with anyone anyhow

OK, you got me. I'm interested. The “24” approach to this 
documentary is working: James Toback sits Mike Tyson in a chair 
and gives us several angles at a time while Mike talks about his 
childhood. We see vulnerability and humanity in this brutal man. So 
now I care. Rats. If you're like me, you know little about Iron Mike 
other than his boxing résumé. What you do know is that he was 
exploited by Robin Givens (ex-wife) and Don King and he was jailed 
for rape. So you have my ear, let's hear what Mike has to say about 
Robin, Don, and rape.
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Turns out, precious little. 

I know nothing more about Don King or Robin Givens than I knew before. Was Mike just a 
tool here? I can't tell. But that wasn't the worst part of this film. Mike Tyson went to jail for 
two years on the rape conviction; he changed his religious beliefs; he washed himself clean of 
the experience; he returned and embarrassed boxing (which is pretty hard to do), and all he can 
say about what put him there was “she's a lying bitch.” No facts uncovered. No case made. This 
is just downright irresponsible. Now I'm wishing I hadn't bothered caring about the man in the 
first place. 

The Blind Side
Ah, yes... the “parade of real life sports figures” montage. It didn't add a thing to Blue Chips or 
The Waterboy or (name film here). Do we fear that the story won't be taken seriously if they 
don't trot out Lou Holtz or Nick Saban? Let's ignore the condescending elephant in the room 
– oh look, a black man can't make it without white saints around. And of course, he certainly 
can't make it without the athletics. God forbid you tell the tale of the black adoptee who 
becomes a nuclear physicist – This is a touching story, but ultimately, just another sports yarn 
with the standard amount of imaginary conflict and embellishment. Don't you dare try to sell 
me on the Bullock performance; I love Sandra; I will continue to watch her lame screen affairs 
until she can no longer lift a drink to “accidentally” spill on Zac Efron, but giving this woman 
an Oscar for Blind Side sets the bar lower than the finals at the World Limbo Championships.

Earth
When I was a kid, this was called “Mutual of Omaha's Wild Kingdom” and it played Sunday 
nights right before “The Wonderful World of Disney”. The footage wasn't quite as spectacular 
(well, in the nighttime on screen there's no difference), but the idea is the same – follow around 
mildly exotic animals in their daily lives, draw conclusions. I watched a lot of “Mutual of 
Omaha's Wild Kingdom” when I was a kid. Do you know why? Because I was waiting for Disney, 
a much better show which took us to greater heights involving jokes from fake animals, like 
animated orangutans, or jokes from fake people, like Don Knotts and Tim Conway. You can 
pretend all you like that this Discovery Channel retread material is greatness, but your average 
kid would still rather see a pack mule kick an 80-yard field goal than act as a pack mule. I 
guarantee it.

An Education
Huh. Hmmm. It's just like The Reader, except it lacks for the nudity and sex... and the 
intrigue... and the mystery... and the performances, of course... you know, come to think of it, I 
didn't even like The Reader.
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PEOPLE

My favorite performances of the year:

• Mo’Nique, Precious – Good gravy, where in Roscoe 
Jenkinsland did that come from? As “Mary”, the 
mother of the title character, Mo’Nique not only 
delivered the hardest hitting performance of the 
year – it wasn't close. You hate this woman from 
the moment she first opens her mouth. It leaves a 
puzzle, though, doesn't it? Here's a (in my opinion) 
complete failure of a comic actress giving a jaw-
dropping tour-de-force in a dramatic role. Does 
this have precedence anywhere? Your future, 
Mo’Nique, should target the serious and shy away 
from the comic. Somebody please tell her agent.

• Sam Rockwell, Moon. But you know what? It took me seeing an excellent yet deliberately 
casual performance in Everybody's Fine for me to fully appreciate his work in Moon. 
Someday Sam Rockwell will get his.

• Sharlto Copley, District 9

• Nicole Beharie, American Violet

• Thomas Haden Church, Imagine That

• Michael Caine, Is Anybody There? (For what it’s worth, this is my very favorite Caine 
performance ever.)

• Ptolemy Slocum, (Untitled)

• Peter Capaldi, In the Loop

• Christian McKay, Me and Orson We#es

• Christopher Waltz and Brad Pitt, Inglorious Basterds

• Samantha Morton, The Messenger

• Jamie Foxx, The Soloist

• Catalina Saavedra, La Nana (The Maid)

• Jeremy Renner, The Hurt Locker

• Robert Downey is Sherlock Holmes. Thanks to the Guy Ritchie's particularly weak sequel-
inducing ending, he will be Holmes again in the future. Robert Downey is also Tony Stark 
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(a.k.a. Iron Man). Can we go for three running characters? Any idea what the record is? 
Bueller...? Bueller...?

• Colin Firth was excellent as A Single Man; the homosexual role proved not a stretch for the 
alpha dog of civil romance. But one wonders whether he took the part just so mature men 
could be hopelessly in love with him, too.

My favorite movie couples of 2009:

1. Charlyne Yi and Michael Cera, Paper Heart

2. Columbus (Jesse Eisenberg) and Wichita (Emma Stone), Zombieland

3. Toe Thompson (Jimmy Bennett) and Helvetica Black (Jolie Vanier), Shorts

4. (tie) Ryan Bingham (George Clooney) and Alex Goran (Vera Farmiga), Up in the Air & Ryan 
Bingham (George Clooney) and Natalie Keener (Anna Kendrick), Up in the Air

5. George (Colin Firth) and Kenny (Nicholas Hoult), A Single Man

Honorable mentions: Dennis Cooverman (Paul Rust) and Beth Cooper (Hayden Panettiere), I 
Love You, Beth Cooper; Verona de Tessant (Maya Rudolph) and Burt Farlander (John Krasinski), 
Away We Go

Yes, I fully considered Tom Hanson (Joshua Gordon-Levitt) and Summer Finn (Zooey 
Deschanel), (500) Days of Summer when I made this list. I also considered every couple from 
New York, I Love You. I didn't love them, either.

My not-so-favorite couples of 2009:

1. Sandra Bullock and ______________ (Ryan Reynolds, The Proposal) (Bradley Cooper, A# 
About Steve) 

2. John Keats (Ben Whishaw) and Fanny Brawne (Abbie Cornish), Bright Star

3. Mike Chadway (Gerard Butler) and Abby Richter (Katherine Heigl), The Ugly Truth

4. Liv Lerner (Kate Hudson) and Emma Allen (Anne Hathaway), Bride Wars

5. Jennifer Aniston and ______________ (Steve Zahn, Management) (Aaron Eckhart, Love 
Happens)
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ALSO-RANS, the next best films of 2009

Sin Nombre
You mean you can tell a border-crossing tale without glorifying the struggle or demonizing the 
authorities? Ay que bueno. Interweaving this trip north with a gangland conflict was a winning 
move – immigration tales tend to be self-righteous snorefests. Shout-out to Oaktown's own 
Cary Fukunaga; way to represent the 510, man.

Jennifer's Body
It's safe to say Diablo Cody is an acquired taste. It's also safe to say I've acquired it. If nothing 
else, the horror genre continues to need a lighter touch.
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Avatar
Do you suppose there's ever going to be James Cameron film in which we don't see a 
technology vs biology theme? Strikes me as funny because there's no consistency:

Film Good guy Bad guy

The Terminator / 
Terminator 2: Judgment Day

Titanic

Aliens

Avatar

Biology (Humanity) Technology (Cyborgs)

Technology (Ship) Biology (Iceberg)

Technology (Army weaponry) Biology (Aliens)

Biology (Pandaroos) Technology (Army weaponry)

True Lies was a bit of a toss up – both the good guys and the bad guys used technology to their 
advantage, but even so, we get that screwy scene with Arnie on horseback chasing villain on 
motorcycle... and CentAurnie rides the elevator (bio using techno) to catch villain, and villain 
escapes by bike-jumping into water (techno using bio).  Whoa.

The climax in Avatar almost exactly mirrors the climax 23 years previous in Aliens (human in a 
robot exoskeleton battling powerful local life form). Robot machine in Aliens? Good. Robot 
machine in Avatar? Bad. Why? 

In at least one way, you could call Avatar the culmination of Cameron's volume of work as we 
introduce the technological into the biological in the form of the genetically-created-human-
controlled avatars themselves. Whom do you root for? The technology is used to integrate into 
the biology. It's so fascinating and beautiful, the application – which would be anticlimactic 
even under the best of circumstances – comes as a serious let down. Fantastic look and 
fantastic ideas all so we can replay Dances with Wolves and Battle for Terra with pretty blue folks.

Was this a great film? No. This was a great-looking film. Each frame resonates with the 
magnificence of the craft. Preachy and derivative, Avatar is waaaaaaay too “Bio good/techno 
bad” to be taken seriously – especially as Cameron is so likely to turn around and favor techno 
the next time he graces us with a project. Likely I'll enjoy the ride all the same.

Fantastic Mr. Fox
Wes Anderson is a master of the suppressed 
hatred conversation. This is as human nature as 
human nature gets – people we desperately wish 
to harangue, but cannot. Your boss, the meter 
maid, annoying family members... few write the 
underlying tension masked by forced politeness 
better than Wes. So why have I not been 
enthralled with this stuff when he wrote it for 
people and not animated mammals? Dunno.
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(500) Days of Summer

Don't get your panties in a bunch; y'all are lucky it's on the honorable mentions list. It wasn't 
even going to be here. Reliving the film, I did ask “well, didn't you like the ending?” Yes, I did. 
“And didn't you like the IKEA scenes?” Yes, I did. “And didn't you enjoy the ‘I just got laid’ 
musical interlude?” You know I did. That's why this film is here. If not for those moments, I 
quite literally wouldn't know this film from Adam. Let me illustrate:

         Joseph Gordon Levitt & Zooey Deschanel                                            Rose Byrne & Hugh Dancy
                           (500) Days of Summer                                                                                 Adam

I swear, you could mix and match the scenes in these films and all I'd know is “I think Adam is 
the one with Asperger's Syndrome” and “that isn't Zooey.” I'll leave it to the ladies to 
determine if there's a good way of telling Joseph from Hugh.

On film, there isn't a great deal of difference between relative introversion and Asperger's 
Syndrome. Adam, another “boy doesn't get girl” tale, was also pretty good, by the way. 

The Road
There is no market for “bleak”. You can sell comedy or romance or music. You can also sell 
drama or danger or anger. You can sell actors, too. You can sell “naked Viggo Mortensen fights 
in a sauna”. I don't think you can sell Viggo Mortensen coughing up blood on a grubby down 
jacket for two hours. I give special credence to films like The Road and Blindness and Requiem for 
a Dream because they are clearly about art and nothing else. This nuclear fallout future calls 
for hunger, fear, cannibalism, and highs in the mid-30s year-round. There's no part of The Road 
answering to investors. What do you sell? In the public, there's little call for “depressing”, and 
the ones who do receive that call generally don't go to the movies.

The Men Who Stare at Goats
I'm banking the less you know about this film, the more you'll enjoy it.

Coraline
Producers, listen up! If you're hurting for raw material, you can do a lot worse than adapting 
Roald Dahl or Neil Gaiman. Y'hear?
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The Hangover
Might even rate higher if it didn't feel like an ad for Vegas.

And it's time to meet your Hangovers!

Bradley Cooper (Lead Vocals/Harmonica) “Don't mind Sandra, I'm still hot.” 
And for now, he doesn't need to be anything else.

Justin Bartha (Lead Guitar) “Gigli? Gigli who?” Former rhythm guitarist for 
National Treasure (voted best hair band 2004, 2007), Justin aspires to stand out 
more. “It's like I'm part of the band, but they just keep me hidden somewhere.”

Ed Helms (Bass Guitar) “Did you say ‘paycheck'?” Everyday Ed 
will go anywhere for anything. This Semi-Pro blue-collar man has had to Walk 
Hard to sell The Goods, but you can still see him Daily around The Office, or 
anywhere there's a television these days.

Zach Galifianakis (Drums) “It's spelled like it sounds.” Zach is making his name 
with The Hangovers and just can't seem to lose the press no matter how much 
beard he attaches to his face. Whether he's hangin' with guinea pigs, getting 
Cloonily tossed to the curb or hiding from Middies, we all seem to know 
exactly where Zach is. 

I predict that in the near future, you won't be able to miss The Hangovers even if you tried.

Pandorum
My favorite “what's going on?” film of 2009. Of course, one man's “wha...?” is another man's 
“this blows.”

Other quality honorable mentions I haven't yet written anything about. Gimme a sec:

• The Soloist
• The Brothers Bloom
• Moon
• Funny People
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THE BEST FILMS OF 2009

10. In the Loop (see elsewhere)

9. Good Hair
Vanity is the soul of wit.

I judge documentaries a little differently because it offends me when people equate pointing a 
camera with artistic endeavor. I use three criteria:

• Did it entertain me?

• Did it teach me something?

• Did it cause me to alter my own behavior?

I'm not sure I laughed harder during a picture this year. What black women do to achieve 
“good hair” is nothing shy of madness. Do you have any idea what a weave is? What a good 
weave costs? I just didn't know. When you hear Chris Rock interview Al Sharpton – let me stop 
right there. I don't much care for Al Sharpton and I haven't enjoyed Rock much since SNL 
(both are excellent here) – and you realize that the Reverend is the voice of reason in this 
picture, it's hard not to flash immediately on Michael Moore's interview with Marilyn Manson 
in Bowling for Columbine. When can you make a clown look reasonable by comparison? When 
the subject is insanity. Always a sign of good comedy. 

Have I changed my behavior based on said film? Well, whenever I see a black woman, I have to 
bite my tongue to keep from asking what's in her hair. Not as easy as it looks; I do know a fair 
number of black women.

8. A Serious Man
Have you ever seen a great film by a Best Picture director get less hype than this one? Scratch 
that. Have you ever seen a film by a Best Picture director get less hype than this one? Once you 
win that silly little statue, you can't sneeze without Variety reporters spooging on newsprint. 
Gotta hand it to Joel and Ethan Coen – two years removed from arguably the top honor in the 
entire art world, they remain underrated. Is it the choices? You tell me – the Coens hold the 
power to attract Pitt and Clooney in a plot about international espionage and here the choice 
is the Job-like life and hardships of nothing Professor Larry Gopnik played by a guy (Michael 
Stuhlbarg) who once had a small role in “Law & Order”. Maybe that's why we love the Coens – 
given nothing to start with, they still make a film better than 98% of everything that comes to 
a theater. 
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7. Inglorious Basterds
When I think about 2009 in film, three pictures come to mind: James Cameron's Avatar, Zack 
Snyder's Watchmen, and Quentin Tarantino's Inglorious Basterds. Are these the best films of 
2009? Not really, and all three men have done better – but if you want to know what the art of 
our age is at this time, start right there. 

It takes a while to get to the glorious way-over-the-top ending of alternate-universe WWII 
fantasy Inglorious Basterds, but if you get that far, it's well worth the wait.

6. District 9
I loved this film from the ad campaign on down. Do I smell 
“predictable”? South Africa, stranded aliens treated as refugees. 
This is just going to be a thinly veiled race relations metaphor, 
right? And it is, and then it isn't. Like the main character turning 
into a “Prawn”, the film itself evolves into an attack on society 
film, a gang war film, an action film, and ultimately the oddest 
buddy film you'll ever see. There must have been seventeen ways 
to screw this up and Neill Blomkamp missed every one of them. I 
put it at #6, but I have no problem with anybody calling District 9 
the best film of the year.

5. Precious: Based on the Novel Push by Sapphire
Precious represented the first time in over one hundred trips to the theater that I wasn't done 
when the film was. “That's it? Are you kidding me? I want to know more.” 

This is made more poignant by the fact that I didn't expect to like this film. Why not? The 
trailer. Let me illuminate:

0:10 – OK, our heroine is a morbidly obese teenage ghetto girl (Gabourey Sidibe). Bold choice; 
people like to see themselves in protagonists. Hard to play this one to the ‘burbs. Also means 
that the strength will have to come from the script and not the look.

0:22 – Mo’Nique tries to clock Precious with a frying pan. I hate her already. A Mo’Nique 
harangue follows.

0:38 – “You're 16. You're still in Jr. High School and you're pregnant with your second child.” 
See? Now that disturbs me. A lot. Don't care who you are; two children by age 16 is just selfish 
and irresponsible. Preview doesn't point out the incestuous rape that led to both pregnancies. 
That kind of changes how I feel. Immediately. Dramatically.

1:14 – “[Precious], something you do well?” “Nothing” mumbled at the ground. Damn, girl, 
show some spirit; this is your movie.

1:19 – Another Mo’Nique harangue.
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1:34 – Social worker: “Can we talk about the abuse in your household?” Mo’Nique (tearful)  “You 
can sit there and judge me...” Wait a minute; this awful woman gets to be tearful? Agh. I don't 
want to root for her! What kind of movie is this? 

0:26 – “Tyler Perry Present(s)” Now you're just pissing me off.

I am quite happy to report that Precious has a very full personality and her mother (the 
Mo’Nique character) never really gets to earn back sympathy – my initial impressions are both 
inventions of editing. And don't let it be said that I cannot appreciate a thing solely because it 
wears Tyler Perry's name.

Precious has all the trappings of the clichéd ghetto tale, yet none of the payoff. Early on, we see 
Precious attacking a new school. She monologues, “they say ‘every journey begins with a single 
step.’” I remember thinking, “Aw, Lee Daniels, you were doing so well – why give in to such a 
tired line?” And before my thought was complete, Precious adds, “Whatever the fuck that's 
supposed to mean.” It was at that moment I loved this film. Yes, for many the journey will 
always suck... but that doesn't mean you have to walk through it sporting clichéd aphorisms 
like a depressed zombie.

4. Zombieland
Speaking of zombies, there isn't a better R-rated time at the theater this year. Check your brain 
with the undead host at the door and enjoy the post-apocalyptic silliness.

3. Up in the Air
George Clooney has been an A-lister for over a decade now. For a guy who's often compared to 
Cary Grant, Clooney's portfolio has more closely resembled that of Cary Elwes. Sure, I 
thought his Syriana Oscar was earned. The Ocean's pictures were cute. Then what? A lot of love, 
but not a lot of noise for Good Night and Good Luck. Same with Michael Clayton. Leatherheads? 
Burn A%er Reading? Intolerable Cruelty? We've seen O Brother, Where Art Thou? We've seen Three 
Kings. We know what the man is capable of. But, let's face, none of that is quite Philadelphia 

Story or His Girl Friday or North by Northwest, now, 
is it? 2009 is the year that turned around. George 
Clooney starred in three films: a potential family 
favorite in Fantastic Mr. Fox, a potential cult classic 
in The Men Who Stare at Goats, and a potential Best 
Picture in Up in the Air. When we review this 
career, film historians will point to 2009 in 
glowing terms. You can deny all you like that 
George is the go-to guy of this generation of film. 
You'd be wrong. 

Clooney is perfect here as the shallow hitman (corporate style, not mob) who's life literally and 
figuratively is Up in the Air. My only complaint about this film is I didn't see enough of his 
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relationships with his female reflection Alex (Vera Farmiga) or business newbie Natalie (Anna 
Kendrick).

If you ask me, “sight unseen, you know nothing about the film, what name is bringing you to 
the theater ahead of any other at this time?” The answer for me is Jason Reitman.  At the end 
of the day, I don't need CGI, an explosion, or a 3D axe to the head. I prefer dialogue and 
interaction – and after Juno, Thank You for Smoking, and Up in the Air, it is clear that there's 
nobody staging better interaction right now than Jason Reitman.

2. The Hurt Locker
The evolution of the war film is one of my favorite innovations of the modern age. War has 
evolved; why shouldn't war's art? War themes will always include bravery, valor, sacrifice, 
pageantry, and intelligence. But now the scope has widened; modern war films can discuss 
weaker emotions – greed, pettiness, jealousy, vanity. And the changes of setting are remarkable 
too – one set of troops fighting another? Does that ever happen any more? The US has been in 
Iraq for seven years; when is the last time you saw troops fighting troops? 

There's a moment in The Hurt Locker in which you realize exactly how much Sgt. Sanborn 
(Anthony Mackie) desires the job of head bomb diffuser in Iraq. Why does he want this? Is his 
current job as spotter for the main man not dangerous enough as is? Does he want the glory? 
Does he feel of little utility in his present role? Perhaps all of the above. What is worse is the 
audience knows what SSG James (Jeremy Renner) knows – Sanborn is a Grade A soldier, but 
completely out-of-his depth as a bomb detonation specialist. There's a spooky mentality there, 
almost inhuman, and it goes hand-in-hand with the tensest film of the year.  Hurt Locker 
never shies away from the 
intensity and as a result it 
attacks bigger picture issues, 
like what it takes to win the 
hear t s and minds o f an 
occupied culture or what it is 
to soldier on. What is the 
responsibility a soldier owes 
to other soldiers or those 
whose land he occupies? The 
Hurt Locker is as intelligent as 
films get. 
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1. Up
Yes, it's a cartoon. It's also a brilliant piece of filmmaking, desperately and unfortunately 
hidden in a package of ice cream, childlike wonder, and 3D delight. I try telling people that It's 
a Wonderful Life should be enjoyed as a complex statement negating the culture of instant 
gratification (and not some silly one-dimensional thesis of how “all our lives touch one 
another”), too.  Good luck with that one. On some level, I just have to let people love for the 
reasons they love and be happy we agree on the final result.

Early on, Up breaks from the introduction of our hero's humble childhood to something 
resembling story-boarding. No talking, mostly frames and images. In them, we sense the 
passage of this man's life. His marriage, their joy, their disappointment, their shared lives, her 
death. This throwback to silent filmmaking is the most powerful cinematic arc in 2009. In 
fewer than 100 seconds, Up  accomplishes what My Sister's Keeper spent 100 minutes trying 
unsuccessfully to do – get me to feel the pain of love lost. And there's a wonderful story that 
follows about an old man trying to recapture that love by literally sailing away, house and all. I 
regret that Up came out in 3D, because the gimmick matched with animation can only distract 
from the deeper joy within this film. Again though, long as people loved it, I can't complain as 
to why they do. 
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GLIB AND GLIBBER

17 Again? Aw. Well, every blackjack player knows there's no hit on 17. 

Drag Me to He#, do anything, just don't make me watch this again.

I Love You, Man / I Love You, Beth Cooper. Well, make up you mind, Dude. 
Ooooo; I get it. Beth Cooper is a man.

Bandslam. Um, OK. “I Can't Go On, I'll Go On” is a really stupid name for 
a group. And who would make a manager out of a young Daniel Stern, 
anyway? (see picture, right)

Monsters vs Aliens: Whoever wins, we snooze. Come to think of it; that's 
probably a better fit for its inspiration, AVP.

Tyler Perry's I Can Do Bad A# by Myself.  Tyler. Gee. Wow. Um – we're in 
agreement. 

Imagine That, an Eddie Murphy bomb. Oh. Wait. Actually, that doesn't take a whole lot of 
imagination.

My Life in Ruins, My Film in... aw shoot, some of these are just too easy.

Where the Wild Things Are: on your child's bookshelf, where they belong. 

A Single Man / A Serious Man. Ahhhh, the plot thickens. Beth Cooper is a single serious man, 
but who loves him?

Taking Woodstock: Worth Peanuts

Aliens in the Attic, reviews in the cellar.

Not Easily Broken, nor easily enjoyed.

District 9 / Nine / 9: What is this, a Beatles riff?

It's Complicated. Is it? OK. I'll simplify it for you. Thumbs down.

Uninvited. Aw. Well, I'll just go home then.

The Unborn. Could you just not invite the unborn? I feel like the last two movies could fight it 
out amongst themselves and save us a lot of trouble. Is this the guy who loves Beth Cooper?

Fighting ennui, and losing.

Did You Hear About the Morgans? They got caught in a two-hour cliché. 

Knowing, Watching, Revulsing, Leaving.

I Hope They Serve Beer in He#. Well, the theater playing said film was dry, so I'm guessing the 
answer is “no”.

Bright Star, Dull Script.
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Stepfather: Don't bother.

Fame: Lame

Gamer: Lamer

G.I. Joe: Just say “no”

Whip It: Skip it

Post Grad: It's bad

– ooh, this is fun –

State of Play: Go away

12 Rounds: Raspberry sounds

Next Day Air: I don't really care

Obsessed: Up-messed

Year One: I'm done.

 

2009 in a nutshell:

4 stars: 1 (Up)

3.5 stars: 14

3 stars: 53

2.5 stars: 28

2 stars: 48

1.5 stars: 30

1 star: 21

0.5 stars: 6

0 stars: 1 (Observe and Report)

Weighted average: 2.2

Number of previews seen in 2009: 650 (estimated)

Number of Shutter Island previews seen: 16
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Theaters abused:

Jack London: 72 movies

Emeryville AMC 16: 53

Landmark Shattuck: 20

San Francisco Loews AMC 16: 14

UA Emery Bay: 14

Walnut Creek Century 14: 7

Grand Lake: 7

None other with more than three. 

That's a bingo!

Jim
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